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A16-channel logic
analyzer for the
7000 Series
ore than just an o~ci l lo~cope. This is the phrase
often used to de"libc the 7000 Series. And for
good reason. P lug-in \Crsatility transfonns 7000 Series
Oscilloscopes into coume1s, digital multimeters, spectrum anal)1ers, ti111e-do111.1in 1cflectometers, curve traceh, rapid-scan spectrometen. etc !\ow, with the introcluttion of the 7D01 plug-in, 7000 Series Oscilloscopes
bctomc state-of-the-at Llogit analyLc1s.
The 7DO J is a JG-channel, logic tinting analy£er Lhal
ptcsen ts da ta in the familiar oscilloscope-ty pe, timerelatcd diagram pictured in hgure l. But, as you can
'>Ce, there's much more that meets the eye in figure l
tlian ju~l the usual multi-u a(e, logic. Liming diagram.
SC\'Ctal feature~ ha\e been added to aid you in analy1ing the di~pla)ed data.
l'\ote the two \'Crtical row, <>I bright dots. T he row
at the left indicate:, the uigge1 ing point. In this inHanc.e, we ha\'e selected the po~t-ll igger position, which
mean:. lhat 90% of the dala di'>played occurs after the
u iggei. Pie-trigger and ccn ter-trigger position s arc
available at the Aip of a swiLch, to give you a wide range
ol data to view.
'fhe ~econd row of brigln dcm in the display provides
ii relerence point for making tinie comparisons between
di~pht)e<I c.hannels. Thi~ row ol dot~ can be positioned
an)whe1e on the hori1ontal a"i~ b) means of the cursor
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Fig. 1. A wealth of info1111a1io11 is a\ailab le from 1he display gen erated by the 7001. The intcnsilicd dots at left show the trigger
point. The docs about two divisions to the right arc a movable
cursor. The 11t1mbcr of clock pu lses occurring between the two

1Jrigh1 dcm ;, di>pht)Cd ac tht· top of the screen. The 16-bit binary
word ac chc cursor position is disp layed at che bottom oC the
screen. Right co Jere correspond~ with top to bottom.

There arc two paths through the \Vord Recognizer,
synchronous and a~ynchronous, selectable by a frontpanel swit(h. In the asynch1onous mode, a variable
filter is imcned in the trigger path that prevents
glitches and other anomalies from causing false triggering. \\lord recognition ol bit combinations of short·
er duration than the filter ~cuing is inhibited. ~Iaxi
mum filter width bat leaH 300 m.
The trigger point indicated on the display is most
accurate when operating the \Vord Recognizer in the
asynchronou\ mode with the filter !>ct at minimum, or
when using an external sampling interval. The trigger
position indication is less an.urate when triggering
from channel 0, or when the ai.ynchronous filter is advanced clockwise.

The built-in Word Recogn i1er operates independent
of the rest ol the logic anal)ter. \Vhen all of the conditiom required for word rewgnition are met, the data
acqui,ition <ircuit~ me enabled and a H J signal is supplied to a front panel rnnnector, for triggering an
mcillo\CO)J<' or other a''ociatecl equipment. A \Vorel
Recogni1er output ocrnr~ each time the conditions are
met, whethe1 the logic anal)LCJ i' operating in the store
or displa) mode.
For applications" here it i!> cle~irable to page through
a long \Cquence of event•,, a companion plug-in, the
7DJO, provide' digital deb) b) up LO 107 events. The
dela)cd trigger output of the 7010 ~erves as an external
qualifier or trigger for the ?DOI. The 7010 counts
events at rates up to 50 l\IHz.
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Fig. 2. The 4-k memory in the ?DOI is formattable. One of four
4 x 256-bit sections is shown. It can store l 024 bits from one channel, 512 from two, or 256 from four channels. Jn 4-channel opera-

tion the Data Selector functions as a 4-bic shift register, in 8· and
16-cha nnel operation as 4-bit latches.

Data inputs

Let's take a look at how this is accomplished (see
figure 2). The 16 data inputs are arranged in groups
of four, each group coupled to a corresponding 4 x 256Bit R AM. In the 4-channel mode of operation, the Data
Selector functions as a 4-bit shift register, acquiring
four bi ts of data input from channel 0. The Data Latch
transfers the data from the outputs of the Data Selector
to the inputs of the four, 256-Bit R AMs. Through
a three-gate arrangement controlled by the DATA
CH ANNELS switch, the outputs of the RA.Ms can be
added to give us a single 1024-bit memory, two 512-bit
memories, or four 256-bit m.emorie~. The function of the
Data Selector is also controlled by the DATA CH ANN ELS switch to pass four bits of data from one channel,
two bits from each of two channels, or one bit from each
of four channels, to the Data Latch.

Up to 16 channels of parallel data can be acquired
simultaneously by the 7DOI. Minimum loading (l Mo,
5 pF) on the circui t under test is achieved by two active
probes with multiple inputs. Probe qualifier and external clock inputs are also provided for in the active
probes.
You have a choice of threshold levels for the probe
inputs-a preset + 1.4 volts for TTL applications, or
selection over a range of + 12 volts by a fron t-panel
variable control.
Data can be clocked into the 7DOI in either a synchronous or asynchronous mode. Jn asynchronous, the
clock may be either internal or external at rates up to
100 M H z depending upon the number of channels in
use. To match the resolution of the measurement to
your specific application, sample intervals derived from
the internal clock may be selected over the range of
5 ms to 10 ns, in a 1-2-5 sequence.
A formattable memory

One of the most useful features of the 7D01 is the formattable memory. Consisting of sixteen 256-bit random
access memories (RAMs) , the memory can be formatted
by a front-panel switch to score four channels with 1024
data bits per channel, eight channels with 512 bits per
channel, or sixteen channels with 256 bits per channel.

Data acquisition and display

Figure 4 is a simplified block d iagram of the 7DOI. Let's
refer to it and go through a cycle of acquiring and displaying data. A good point to start is when reset occurs.
When display time ends, a reset signal is generated by
the reset circuitry. This resets the trigger flip-flop, trigger and address counters, and the store/ display ftip-ftop,
switching the memory from the display mode to the
store mode. Data, which is clocked into the Data Latch
at the high-frequency clock rate, is transferred to the
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Fig. 3. Th e 7010 Digital Dela) plug-in is an ideal tompanion for
the 7001. I! will count up to 10' arbitrary trigger events, periodic
or aperiodic, and deliver an output after the prese lected count has
been reach cd.

memory at the memory low-frequency clock rate, starting with the encl of resel. l'he high-frequenq dock rate
is determined by the SAJ\ f PLE INTERV,\L switch setting, and is divided by 1, 2, or ·1 tin1es lo establish the
low-frequency clock. Data is docked inLO the memory
until a trigger occurs, and fo1· a period following the
trigger a~ determined b} the D,\ TA POSI 110:": switch
setting. For example, in the CENTER po\ition, half ol
the memory fills after the Lrigger occurs.
The input steering and latch circuitry determines
how data will be input to the memory. In the -1-channel
mode, the data from channel O is clocked serially in to
one 4 x 256 section ol the memoq,
previously discussed. The data from channels I, 2, and 3 are clocked
into their respective memories simultaneously, in a
similar manner.
Occurrence of the trigger, switches the trigger llipllop, gating on the trigger low-frequency clock. The
low-frequency clock is Lhe Hore clock (high-frequency
clock) d ivided by 1, 2, or •l times, depe11diug upon the

a'
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setting of the DATA CHANN ELS switch. A separate
1-, 2-, 01 4-times divider is used tor the trigger lowfrequenc.;y clock because of phasi ng considerations related lo the memory low-frequency clock.
The trigger counter counts 16, 128, or 240 counts
(depending upon trigger position selected) and then
generates tile first flag. During this llag, the memory
clock is summed with a gate derived from the trigger
dock, lO generate a gate that switches the Store/ D isplay
Flip-Flop to the display mode. Transition from store
to display is thus made in phase with the memory lowfreguency clock.
The display clock, which runs at 2 µ.s, now becomes Lhe
high-frequency clock. It, in turn, is divided by 1, 2, or 4
to become the memory and trigger low-frequency clocks.
D uring display time, the outputs of the sixteen, 256-Bit
RAMs arc displayed in serial fashion, as determined by
the Output Steering and Mulliplexer circuitry.
In the display mode, the trigger counter counts
through 256 counts of the display clock (equivalent to
one display line) and generates a second Hag. T his flag
resets the sweep, blanks the crt, and selects the next
ch annel to be displayed. This flag also goes to a divideby-16 counter that sets a llag when sixteen channels have
been displayed. When the display time ends, a reset
pulse is generated and the store/ display cycle starts
again.
To further enhance the flex ib ili ty of the 7D01, a
choice of two display modes - Full Display or First
Trigger - can be ~elected by positioning an internal
jumper. In the Full Di,pht}' mode, the trigger to the
Trigger Flip-Flop i~ inhibited until the Address Counter has completely cydcd . This assures that the memory
is filled with valid daca.
In the Fint-Trigger mode, it is conceivable that a
trigger mav occur before the memo1 }' is completely
filled. H thi5 occur,, the display is blanked during the
time that invalid cl<na would be presented.
Data outputs

Data horn the memory i\ available in both parallel and
serial format from an internal 25-pin conneclOr. Also
available a1c the dispht} / Hore, flag, frame, trigger intensify, and master reset o utputs.
Two inputs are made via the connector: record enable and external display clock in put. An external display clock is required if the data are to be output to
compute1 (01 furthe1 analysis.
Summary

The 7001 is designed to offer high-performance, 16channel logic analysis to 7000 Series u~ers. Used with
conventional oscilloscope plug-ins in a four-hole mainframe, you can have both an oscillmcope a nd a logic
analyzer in a single package. The formattable memory
offers unparalleled flexibility, a nd the high-speed data
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l'ig. 4. Simplified b lock diagra m of the 70 0 1.

acquisition and m ini mum loadi ng afforded b y active
probes makes the 7D0 1 idcnl for working with higher
speed logic fam il ies.
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Pete Janowitz

Aplug-in word recognizer
with digital delay
F

or sports fans, instant replay quickly became one of the most appreciated
improvements in televised sports programming. Engineers have long had
the ability to view critical "happenings" in their electronic circuitry, with the
aid of oscilloscopes.
Now, with the introduction of logic analyzers, an engineer has not only
acquired instant-replay capabilities, he can instantly replay and view sixteen
channels simultaneously. It's a companion tool, the word recognizer, that
enables him to recapture the action at any point he chooses.
Sometimes the word recognizer is an integral part of the logic analyzer. In
other instances, it's a separate entity - like the new TEKTRONIX WR 501
Word Recognizer. Designed primarily to work with the LA 50 I Logic Analyzer,
it occupies a single plug-in compartment in a TM 500 mainframe. When
ordered with the LA 501, the package is called the LA 501W and includes all
of the interfacing hardware needed to couple the WR 501 and LA 501 mechanically and electrically.

0 t; 0 9 6

c100: ~
OFF' .
wo~os

8

The WR 501 can also function as a stand-alone word
recognizer/digital delay unit for those needing to expand the triggering capabilities of their logic analyzer,
oscilloscope or other equipment. For example, WR 50ls
can be cascaded to obtain greater word width, dual
word recognition/ delay, or delay "nesting" (delay within a delay).
Using the new P6451 high-impedance (1 Mn, 5 pF)
active probes, the WR 501 can acquire up to sixteen
channels of data, plus an external clock and qualifier
signal. Maximum flexibility is afforded by using two
probes, each with nine inputs. Separate threshold controls for each probe facilitate working with systems
using mixed logic families, with preset threshold voltages for TTL and ECL signals selectable by front-panel
switches. Variable controls provide a choice of threshold
voltage over a range of ± 10 vol ts.
The Qualifier ·input can be used to expand the word
recognizer to 17 bits, gate the external clock, or do both.
In the LA 501W, the external clock can be gated by the
Qualifier input, allowing you to selectively clock data
into the memory.
Synchronous or asynchronous operation

In some applications it is advantageous for word recognition to be synchronous with the system clock. For
others, it is desirable to generate a trigger whenever the
word pattern occurs. With the WR 501, the choice is
yours at the flip of a switch.
In the synchronous mode, the external clock signal
acquired by the probe clocks the Sync Flip-Flop to generate a word recognizer output in step with the system
clock.
In the asynchronous mode, a word recognizer output
is generated whenever the selected word pattern occurs.
A selectable-pulse-width filter with a range of 5 to
300 ns is automatically activated, to reduce the possibility of false triggering due to glitches or data skew.

The trigger output pulse generated by word recognition, or word recognition plus selected delay, is brought
out to a front-panel BNC connector, and also routed to
the LA 501 via an internal multi-pin connector. The
output pulse is TTL compatible, with duration a function of the operating mode and signal inputs.
Interfacing to the LA 501

Special provisions are made to interface the WR 501
and LA 501 without the need for external connections.
The sixteen data inputs, external clock, and word recognizer output are coupled internally through a short
cable assembly, to the 25-pin probe-input connector in
the LA 501, in place of the P6450 passive probe. The
sixteen data inputs to the WR 501 are always present
at the interface connector, irrespective of front-panel
control settings. This arrangement of the WR 501,
interface, and LA 501 make up the LA 501W.
The threshold controls on the WR 501 now control
the probe inputs, with the threshold control on the LA
501 affecting only the front-panel external trigger and
the BNC probe inputs. Attenuator probes can still be
used with the BNC inputs for channels 0 through 3 on
the LA 501 by setting the INPUT to BNC. Data channels 4 through 15 will be supplied from the WR 501
inputs. This gives you three individual threshold controls and the ability to view inputs separated some distance. The attenuator probes can handle signals up to
± 500 volts to accommodate many real time situations.
If you have a need for 16-bit word recognition while
viewing more than four other data channels, you can
remove the interface cable and use the WR 501 as a
stand-alone word recognizer. The optional P6450 passive probe can then be used with the LA 501 for data
acquisition. The output signal from the WR 501 is
coupled externally to the LA 501 external trigger input
in this instance.

A built-in digital delay

Another useful feature incorporated in the WR 501 is
digital delay. You have a choice of delaying by up to
99,999 clock pulses or words at clock rates up to 50 MHz.
Delay by words generates a trigger at the nth occurrence of the word so we can see what happens at the end
of a program loop, for example. The count is set by
convenient push-button thumbwheel switches.
The delay count is started by an output from the
word recognizer when word recognition occurs. For
those applications where you want to use the delay
without the recognizer, you can start the count by using
a single bit from one of the data inputs. Just set the
appropriate WORD SELECTOR switch. A front-panel
push-button lets you reset the delay counter manually
at any point in time. Reset is automatic when the selected delay is reached.

Technical details

The WR 501 performs two major functions - word
recognition and digital delay. The simplified block
diagrams in figures 1 and 2 will be useful in understanding how each function is performed, and how
they relate.
The sixteen data channels acquired by the WR 501
probes pass through a differential FET pair, with one
output going to the word recognizer, and the other output through delay lines to the interface connector. The
delay lines provide zero hold time for the LA 501 data
inputs.
The Qualifier can gate either the word recognizer or
external clock, or both, or can be turned off when not
needed. The delay line in the word recognizer signal
path provides zero hold time for synchronous operation.

9

Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram of the word recognizer portion of
the \\'R !\OJ. Signals from rhe sixteen data input channels can be

coupled directly
operation.

The 5 to 300 ns filter is activated whenever asynchronous triggering is selected, and can be set to assure
valid word recognition.
Output trigger selection is controlled by the frontpanel switch labelled CLOCK-OFF-WORDS, which
corresponds to the Delay In/ Out blocks in the diagrams. Jn the delay OFF position, the ·word recognizer
output goes directly to the output buffer and output
converter driver. The converter transforms the output
signal from ECL to TTL level.
In the delay TN position, which corresponds to either
delay by word or delay by clock, the delay circuitry is
insened in the trigger output path and no trigger output signal is generated until after the selected delay has
been accomplished.
l\foving along to the delay circuitry block diagram
shown in figure 2, we see that the Delay By Selector
routes either the system dock or the output from the
word recognizer to the counter circuitry. The word
rec.:ogni1er output also goes to the start circuitry to
initiate counting.

Five decade counters are used. The least-significantbit (LSB) counter is ECL, with the remaining counters
TTL. Counter operation is essentially straight-forward,
using a 9's complement scheme. The Hold bloc.:k is a
latch that holds the 9999 DetecLOr output level until
the LSB counter reaches the nine count, while allowing
the TTL counters to be reset.
vVhen the selected count is reached, the Delay Output
Flip-Flop is switched, generating a delayed trigger signal. The delayed trigger is routed to the Trigger Selector for availability as the output trigger signal.

10

to

the!,,\ :;OJ\\' independent of word recognizer

Summary

The T~f 500 Serie~ famil) i~ de~igned to allow you to
configure your mea5ure111ent package to fit your measure1nent needs. The high-performance LA 50 I has
been meeting 111<111) of your logic analyzer needs. Now,
the \VR. 501 with ib high-i111peda11re probes, 17-bit
word recognition, and digital delay expands your logic
analysis capabilities to include even the more sophi~ti
ca ted rneasuremen b .. \nd ) ou arc not limited to the en-
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\\.R iOI . Dela~ j, «nahlccl I" tlw wmd tt'<Ol\"lli1er output. '!annal

H''l'I prO\idl·, lot 11·,t'11ing the countC'r ''henC'\Cr the full count
'"''not hecn tl·achl·d

ginccring.ind prndu<tion Cll\irnnmcnt. T he L.\ 501\\',
W R 501, and th<· SC 50~ pa<kcd into a T:\f ;)15 mainfra11te p; i \C you a c·o111plct<' loRi< analy'i~ \)'~t.('11 1 in a
~ui t.ca~e.

They wi ll help you ..o l\'e thmc tough logic
proble1m whe1 ever you <'tH ot111tc1 them .
1
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The FG 504--a new standard
in function generators
40 MHL, with 6-ns ti~c time, Tck\ m:w FG 50·1 is the fastest function
generator available today.
But what should rea lly get function -gcnerawr users excited is that the FG 501
combines more fcaLUres than any oth<'r generator on the market. ;\fost of the
operating modes arc independent. .\nd the lrnnt-panel controh allow simu/.
taneous usage. Yet it i~ no mu1c ro111plirnted to operate than your average
function generator.
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What all of this refinement and versatility will mean
to many users is an opportunity to make one instrument
do the job of several, to a degree never before possible.
For example, many users will not have to buy a separate
pulse generator.
A few specs. The TEKTRONIX FG 504 is a twomodule-wide, 40-MHz, 6-ns rise time function generator
with 30-V p-p output, variable rise and fall, log and
linear sweep, phase lock, and amplitude modulation
capability. Its calibrated frequency range is 0.001 Hz to
40 MHz in ten decades, with an extra range from 20 Hz
to 20 KHz for audio applications. The audio range can
be changed to an intermediate or custom range by replacing an internal capacitor.

lets the generator resume operation from the point of
interruption.
External modulation capabilities

External control of frequency over the 1,000: 1 frequency
range is available via the voltage-controlled frequency
(VCF) input. Signals applied to this input cause frequency modulation. The carrier frequency can be as
high as 40 MHz, with a modulation bandwidth of de
to 16 KHz at maximum frequency deviation (higher
with less than 1,000: I deviation).
Digital data is often transmitted using Frequency
Shift Keying (FSK). FSK can be generated by applying
the digital pulse train to the VCF input and manipulating the "I" level, and setting the carrier frequency
to the appropriate "O" frequency.

A clean sweep

Automatic AM

Using this one instrument, customers can sweep test
audio amplifiers, speakers, tone controls, filters, and
graphic equalizers. With sweep widths to 1,000: 1, the
FG 504 can sweep the entire 20-Hz to20-KHz audio band.
The audio band, of course, is not the only frequency
range the FG 504 will sweep: mechanical resonances at
low frequencies and slow sweep rates are as easy to
investigate as the center frequency of an IF filter. Both
internal logarithmic and linear sweeps allow the user
to sweep up to the 1,000: 1 frequency range as fast as
100 µ.s, or as slow as I 00 seconds. Setting the lower and
upper limits is quickly accomplished with concentric
START and STOP dials.
Now here's convenience. If you're involved in an
application that requires frequent switching between
two frequencies - such as checking filter or amplifier
bandwidths - you simply pre-set your upper and lower
frequencies. Hit TRIG SWEEP and you get the lower
frequency. Hit the STOP FREQ button and you get
the upper frequency.
The internal sweep can be manually or externally
triggered, with settings ranging from +l V to +10 V. A
linear sweep output voltage (0 to + 10 V) simplifies log
frequency plots when sweeping the main generator logarithmically. Semi-log paper can then be used on a
chart recorder.
A welcome feature is the HOLD button that allows
you to "freeze'', or stop, the output voltage at all frequencies below 400 Hz. People using sub-audio frequencies are often involved with analog simulations or electromechanical experiments, such as mechanical stress
analysis or servo-system testing. If, in the course of an
experiment, it is desirable to stop the progress and examine some intermediate result, the FG 504 allows the
user to do so, retaining the voltage. This simplifies
testing where you want to stop and measure a slowly
changing voltage, or stop a system that you're controlling with the FG 504's output. Releasing the button

Complementing the FM capabilities is a de-coupled AM
input that provides either external voltage control of
the sine wave amplitude or standard AM.
On the FG 504, AM is automatic. Just plug the signal
into the AM input and the carrier amplitude is cut in
half. A positive-going signal increases the amplitude,
and a negative-going signal decreases the amplitude to
full, I 003 modulation.
With a de offset on the modulating signal, doublesideband, suppressed-carrier modulation is possible.
Modulation bandwidth is de to >I 00 KHz.
Dynamic reaction of AGC, squelch, or other amplitude-sensitive circuits, such as Dolby systems, are easy to
test with a square wave on the AM input, which varies
the output between two different signal levels.
For classroom use, the FG 504 can be used to demonstrate modulation theory. Modulation ability is also of
great interest in the fields of receiver design, testing,
service, and analysis.
Phase lock -

a new feature

Until now, phase lock has been largely ignored by designers of function generators. This is rather surprising
when one considers how much the ability to lock the
frequency and phase of a signal generator to that of a
reference signal increases the versatility of the generator.
Applications for a phase-locked function generator
abound in both the analog and digital world. The design of push-pull amplifiers, for example, is greatly
facilitated with signal generators that can produce both
sine and square waves that are 180° out of phase.
Measuring the square-wave response is a convenient
method for deriving frequency-response information:
risetime-upper 3-dB frequency; sag-lower 3-dB point;
overshoot-damping and pass-band flatness. This is an
ideal application for a phase-locked FG 504 and another
function generator such as the FG 503. The same setup
can be used to analyze quadrature-phase detectors by
changing the phase difference to 90°.
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Fig. I. Variable rise and fall times increase pulse flexibility as
shown in this photo.

Fig. 4. A true four-quadrant multiplier permits normal AM or
double-sideband , suppressed-carrier modulation.

Fig. 2. The FG 504 provides 30 V output with 6 ns rise and fall
times, ideal for design in MOS and other logic families.

Fig. 5. The upper trace is a frequency-swept square wave signal to
an op amp. The lower trace is the op amp output, showing slewrate limitation.

Fig. 3. Generating mulli-phase clock signals is greatly facilitated
by the phase-lock capability in the FG 504. Slaved to a master generator, the FG 504 will follow over a wide rep rate range.

The obvious application for phase lock is to lock an
FG 504 to a house standard or crystal oscillator, and
have an extremely stable source of high-amplitude sine,
square, and triangle waves. Adding a DD 501 to the
FG 504 permits integer-frequency division, for limited
synthesizer applications. For example, a 20-MHz reference divided by 247 yields a 12.35-µ.S period, within
0.053 of the time for a radar mile.
With a digital logic signal for a reference, and the
variable phase used to set relative timing, the FG 504
output can be adjusted to give a bi-phase clock. A biphase clock can help to solve logic-race problems. Most
microprocessors use bi-phase clocks. Using a phase-locked
function generator, instead of a pulse generator with
delay, has the advantage that changes in the master-generator frequency will not perturb phase relationships.
The FG 504 can be phase-locked from 100 H z to 40
MHz. Lock and capture range is ± 10 major dial div-
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isions (± lOX frequency multiplier setting). With the
dial set at 11, for example, the lock range is from 1 on
the dial to 21.
Gated and triggered modes

Another feature that adds to the versatility of the FG
504 is the gated mode. An external sign al or the manual
push button can control the number of cycles that are
generated in a burst, as well as the time that the burst
is initiated. The use of a DD 501 with the FG 504 makes
counted-burst operation possible where the user selects
thumbwheel switches in the DD 501 to determine the
number of cycles to be generated in the burst.
In addition to use with digital logic, gated operation
is used in such acoustic applications as tone-burst testing
of loud speakers, sonar, ultrasonic imaging, and anomaly detection. The starting phase of the output waveform is adjustable over a ± 80° range.

The signal can be attenuated up to 50 dB, in 10 dK
steps, by a step attenuat0r, and a constant-impedance
variable attenuator can add another 20 dB.
A post-attenuator offset

.''?6

Fig. 6. Typica l logic package consisting of a T/•,.1
Mainfrai_nc.
OD 501 Digita l Dela)'. PG 508 Pulse Gcne1.1101, l·G 504 fu11ct1on
Generator, and DM 50!! Digi tal Multimeter.

In the triggered mode, the FG 501 generates a single
cycle of the selected waveform for each c.ycle ol the input
signal, or every ti111e the manual button is pushed. As
in the gated mo<le, the starting phase of the selected
waveform is variable over a+ 80° 1angc. With square
waves, the pha~e control acts as a delay control with a
range of about 90<;0 of the puhe duration.
Triggered operation h particularly useful in logic
applications such as pulse shaping and level shifting.
For example, a short-duration, £CL-amplitude puhe
can be converted to a C\105-levcl pulse of longer dura·
tion, or a sine wave can be turned into a TTL-level
square wave.
Square waves arc not the onl) uselul l) pc of triggered
\\'aveform. Triggered triangles and ~ine waves are med
in mechanical-impube tests. \Vith the phase control at
one end, sine-squared pulses are approximated. Sinesquared pulses !ind wide application in such areas as
transmission-line testing, or testing the impulse response
of bandwidth-limited systems, since the energy in a
sine-squared pulse is concentrated in a narrow band.
The Dirac Della £unction, in comparison, ideally
requires infinite bandpass, and so rnles itself out ol
these applications.
A unique output amplifier

The output section of the FG 50-i is unique for a function generator. As in most function generators, the output amplifier aCLs as a voltage soune behind 50 ohms.
Unlike most other function generators, the sign al swing
at the output amplifier is a constant 30 V peak-to-peak.
Past genernto1s have placed the variable control in
front of the output amplifier and also t.ummed the offset
terminal at the amplifier input. This is an excellent
~cheme, due to its \implicity and low cost, for a lowperformance genera tor.
However, in high-performance imtrumentS problems
arise. Fast output amplifiers tend to change rise time
and aberrations with signal amplitude and offset. These
problems arc avoided in the FG 504 by running a constant-amplitude signal into the amplifier and doing all
of the attenuation and offsetting after the amplifier.

Probably more important to the user than the postamplifier attenuators is the post-attenuator offset. De
off~et is gener,JLed with an adjustable current source
wired in parallel with the amplifier and attenuators.
Offset range is ...t. 7.5 V, independent of signal level.
Users will find this arrangement particularly convenient in determining optimum bias points for amplifiers,
logic thresholds, and comparator hysteresis limits.
The 50-ohm output impedance has a low-reactive
component, providing minimum aberrations to signab
delivered to reac Live loads or at the end of unterminated
cables. This allows the user to take aclvanage of the lull
30-V signal swing, even with 6-ns rise time pulses, to
<lrive l\IOS
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sient response ol linear circuits.
Not all pulse generator applications call for fast-rise
pulses. The variable rise· and fall-time feature ol the
FG 50-i facilitates testing ol circuit parameters such as
amplifier slew rate or comparawr response time.
Most of the logic families now in use have a linear
region in the middle of their swing. Observation of the
eltects of traversing this region is made easier with
longer tramition times on the input signal. In the FG
504, the rise and fall times ot the square wave are ad·
j us table from I0 ns to I 00 1m.
Finally - independence means versatility
A major way of insuring the versatility of the FG 50·1

was to make the features as independent as possible. For
example, the .,weep operates independent of the other
sections, so it can be used to trigger or gate the lune·
cion generato1.
By taking advantage of the 1-V Lo 10-V trigger level on
the input and using the triggered sweep with the FC 50·1
in the triggered mode, the user has a simple delay generator. Delay times from I 0 1,s to I 00 s are possible.
Using the free-running sweep as the gating signal,
the user can h,ne a f1ee-running bu1M generato1 with
either single-frequency bursts (sweep width set to Lero)
or swept bursts. ,\n external signal can be used to trigger swept bursts.
The FG 50,l is currently avai lable as a stand-alone
unit, complete with mainframe and power supply; or
as part of a measurement system comprising other Ti\[
500 modular imnuments. ~
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Ron Lang

Anew low-cost
500 MHz probe
M

any of us take for granted that an oscilloscope display is an accurate representation of a circuit waveform. This is not necessarily true. An
oscilloscope has an input impedance of typically I Mo paralleled by 15 to
20 pF. A probe of some sort usually is used to extend the input of the scope to
the circuit under test. There is also a certain resistance and capacitance
associated with the probe. When the probe is connected to the oscilloscope,
an overall impedance of the probe/oscilloscope system is presented to the
circuit being measured. This loading of the circuit under test can appreciably
alter the signal to be measured, as evidenced by the photo in figure I.
There are three main characteristics of a probe that determine its ability
to couple the signal to the oscilloscope without altering it: input resistance,
input capacitance, and bandwidth. The input resistance should be high
enough to prevent changing the signal amplitude; input capacitance should
be low enough to have negligible effect on signal rise time; and bandwidth
should be wide enough to faithfully reproduce the signal waveshape.
An active probe is best-suited to meet all of these requirements. For example, the new P6202 FET probe has an input impedance of 10 :Mo and 2 pF,
and a bandwidth of de to 500 MHz. Let's compare
this with the typical passive

~~----:pr=·o~b=e~having an input impedance of 9 Mo and 12 pf, and a

bandwidth of 250 MHz or less, and see how each affects the signal
under test.
Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuit of a passive probe and scope. The RC
time constant of the sum of the probe-head 9-Mn resistor and 12-pF capacitor
must equal the time constant of the sum of the probe-cable capacitance, the
compensating capacitor (which is adjusted to compensate for different scope
input capacitances), the scope input capacitance, and scope input resistance.
The probe, when properly compensated to match the scope input C, then
forms a I 0: I voltage divider for de, with the 9-Mn probe resistance, and
1-Mn scope resistance; and a compensated ac voltage divider with the 12 pF
of the probe capacitance, and the cable capacitance plus the scope capacitance.
But now look at the FET probe/oscilloscope equivalent circuit. It is 10 Mn
and 2 pF. The FET probe has a 50-n line driver, which isolates the probecable capacitance and oscilloscope I-Mn, 20-pF input, from the probe tip.
The input of the probe is actually a FET stage; it presents a high input
resistance, I 0 Mn. The low capacitance, 2 pf, is due to the short distance from
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Fig. I. The lower """ cfo1m shows the rise time of a circuit as
mcarnred using a pa:..'i'c p1ohe with 10 pf input capacitance. The
upper wa,·eform 'how, the 1e,ult using an active FET probe with
ll!l>> than 2 pf input capacicance.
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Fig. 4. Input impedance versus frequency for a P6054A pa>·
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the probe tip to the FET, plus the low input capacitance of the FET. The FET drives a 50-n line-driver
stage that drives the cable from the probe head to the
compensation box. The compensation box contains the
output amplifiers, de offset controls, and a switch to
"switch out" the 50 n load if the scope input is 50 n
instead of a high impedance.
Figure 4 shows the effects of input resistance, RP' and
input capacitance, XP' versus frequency, for a passive
probe and a FET probe. The passive probe RP falls to
about 350 n at 100 MHz; XP is about 120 n at 100 MHz.
The RP of the FET probe remains fairly constant
throughout the frequency range and is high enough in
resistance to not enter into the circuit-loading calculations. The XP is 800 n at 100 MHz.
Assuming a circuit source impedance of 8 n and
20 pF, consider rise time and amplitude effects of a passive probe and a FET probe on the circuit. See figure 5.
In a pulse circuit, the t, of the circuit is:
t, circuit

=

2.2 RC
Assume t, of pulse is 0
2.2 x 8 x 20 pF
= 0.35 ns
With the passive probe attached, the t,PP is:
=

t,PP

=
=

2.2 x 8 x 34 pF
t,PP = t, of circuit
0.6 ns
with passive probe
With the FET probe attached, the t,m is:
t,m

=

2.2 x 8 x 22 pF
= 0.39 ns

t,PP - t, circuit x 1OO
t, circuit
t,m - .t' ci~cuit x 100
t, orcmt

=
=

t,m

=

t, of circuit
with FET probe

0.6 n~. ~ ~-s35 ns x 1OO

=

713

0.39 ns - 0.35 ns x 1OO
0.35 ns

=

I I<;;
0

With the passive probe there is a 713 change in rise
time due to the input C of 14 pF, but only an 11 3
change with the FET probe due to the lower input C
of 2 pF.
Now consider the amplitude effects with the passive
and active probes. When the passive probe is attached
to the circuit (see figure 6 (a) ) , it presents an impedance of the RP and xp at 100 MHz. Ignoring the phase
angle because it is small, the equivalent circuit looks
like figure 6 (c) . The waveform presented to the scope
Ex89
is then, 89 + = 0.92E, an 83 change.
8
Now consider the FET probe attached to the same
circuit (see figure 6 (b)). The XP is equal to 800 n at
100 MHz. The equivalent circuit with the probe at.
Ex 800
tached is as figure 6 (d), SOS- = 0.99E, a 13 change.
The higher input impedance of the FET probe has
a smaller effect on t, and amplitude.
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FET probe advantages

The first advantage of a FET probe, then, is very low
input capacitance and very high input resistance, resulting in less circuit loading and truer signal representation.
The FET probe has an active input that provides
low input capacitance and a higher frequency response
than a passive probe. The frequency response of the
P6202 FET probe is de to 500 MHz (-3dB) .
The P6202 also has de offset capabilities. This means
that any de voltage up to ±55 volts can be offset without
any degrading of the probe response. The advantage is
to measure a small ac voltage on a large de component,
at the full bandpass capabilities of the probe. A switch
on the compensation box allows the de offset to be
switched in or out.
Another switch on the output connector of the compensation box allows the probe to be used with either
50-n or high-impedance inputs. When used with a 50-n
input, the 50-n load in the output of the probe is
switched out. When using high-impedance inputs, the
50-n load is switched in.
A built-in power supply allows the P6202 to be used
on any instrumentation, including counters, without
having an external power supply or accessory power
available. It can be used with 115 or 230 VAC, 50 to 60
Hz power sources.
Optional accessories are a slip-on ac coupling cap to
block unwanted de components (above the 55 volts of
de offset) , and a slip-on lOX attenuator to make the
input 100 times attenuation, still at IO-Mn and 2-pF
input impedance.
Summary

The new low-cost P6202 FET probe offers several advantages over the passive probe for many applications:
wide bandwidth, very low input capacitance, high
input resistance, de offset, usable with either 50 n or
high impedance inputs.
Small and rugged, the P6202 can get into tight places
and yet stand the rigors of production and testing.
The 0 to ±6 volt dynamic range and ±55 volt offset
capability make this low-cost probe applicable to a
diversity of measurement needs. The optional lOX attenuator and ac coupling heads extend the operating
range of the P6202 still further.
The P6202 includes a BNC connector that provides
scale readout on the IOX mode to instruments having
readout capability, yet maintains compatibility with
non-readout instruments. \if
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New Products
New Products
New Products

The 1105/ Specuum Anal}ter combin ation can be
used to displa} the frequency-response characteristics of
RF and IF '>tage'> or an) VHF or UHF transmitter used
toda} in the wo1 Id. Six uystal marker positions are
provided.
In addition to sideband testing, typically done in a
TV station OllC'C a week, the 1405/ Spectrum Analy1er
combination can perform the following tests: log amplitude display of sideband response, in-service testing,
spectrum analysis of the transmitter, differential gain
rncasu rem en ts, au 1al tra m.mi uer devia tion, antenn a
VS \ VR (with directional coupler), baseband response,

670A Picture Monitors

The new 0701\ Srrie'> rnmi'>t'> of preci.,ion color picture
monitors for NTSC and P \L Television standards. The
series uses a 17-inch Triniwn lo present a picture whose
sharpness is enhanced bv a new feat11re - Yariable aperture rontrol. The mcmitol'> arc factory set for an accurate white balance at D6500 , howe,·er, you ma' choo~e
to adjust to )Our own standards.
ComiHCIH) between 11:.K I RO:\lX :\fonitors is a
major beneh t. In the li/O. \ ~e1 ies consistency is achie,·ed
through use of the simple-lo-rnmerge Trinitron, excellent damp stabilit}, a11d a highl) regulated EHT.
Less than I" 0 change in ra.,ter site will occur with large
,\PL changes, and blanking and black level are extremely stable, too.
Individual lines in the ,·eniral interval can be examined in dett1il using the expanded vertical delay
mode. JJori1ontal delay is aho provided. The 670A
features inputs isolated from ground, eliminating the
need for specia l hum-bucking transformers. Optional
oulputs arc avai lable lhat take advantage of the precision decoding circuits of lhis monitor series, lo provide an accurate vectoncopc display using a low-cost
x-y monitor. The monitors are compact, requiring only
15.75 inche~ of rad:. >pace.
1405 Television Sideband Adapter

The I f05 I clcvi>ion Sideband Adapter is used with a
spearum anal}1e1, !>Ud1 as the 7Ll2 or 7Ll3, to anal}te
the sideband respome of a tele\ ision transmitter.
Connec.ted to the 7Ll2 01 7L13, the 1405 generates a
compo:.ite-video signal, the picture portion of which i>
a constant-amplitude -.inc \\<l\C signal that sweeps from
15-0-15 ~fflt. \Vhcn this signal is used to modulate the
TV transmitter, the '>ideband re!>ponse of the transmitter will be displa)ed on the spectrum analyter.

and complele loop testing including STL

1410 Series NTSC Generators

The new I 110 Series of ~TSC S) nc Pulse and Test Signal Generators are high-performance instrumentS offering all the .tdvamages of modularity, at prices generall)
associated with unit!> of '>ingle-piece construction. To
'>Uit your specific needs, you may choose from a wide
~election of '>ync-pu l\e and test-signal generator functions to he combined with the mainframe p roviding
the color ~tandard of your choice. Should you develop
aclclitio11al teH-~igna l 1eyuire111ents in the future, plugin rnrd construc1ion insures a quick an d easy re trofit for
you. Any combination of five lest-signal generator modules drivrn hy one sync-pulse generator is feasible.
The Sync Pu be Modules and the Test Sign al Modu les
plug vertically onto the 1410 Mainframe interface
board. Front-panel <ontrols and switches are mounted
on the module with ea~ily-rernovable extenders projecting through the front panels. Available module5
include three ~ync-pulse generalors, a color-bars generator, a convergence pattern generator, a linearity signal
generator, and a VIRS Black Burst generator.
1470 and 1474 CCTV Signal Generators

Two new signal generator:., the 1470 and 1474, are designed specificall) lO economicall) meet the needs of
CCTV operatiom.
The first generator, the 1470 CCTV Color Sync and
Test Signal Generator is a compact, economical unit
designed to provide gen-lock syn c plus a selection of
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high-quality full-field te~t signals. Among the sync and
timing features of the 1470 is the ability to color genlock to composite video from all normal sources, including most helical scan video tape recorders. (When
gen-lock operation is not required additional savings
will be gained by ordering Option l.)
The second generator, the 1474 CCTV Color Sync
Generator, has the performance features of the 1470
but docs not produce test signals.
Sync pulse generation

The sync pulse functions of the 1470 and 1474, like
those of other TEKTRONIX generators, are of broadcast quality. These generators can operate as master
sync generators or as units fully or partially timed from
external sources. Color gen-lock of the highest quality
is a standard feature.
Front-panel push button selection of external subcarrier and sync is provided for your convenience. If
external subcarrier is lost, the 1470 and 1474 start
monochrome operation automatically and a warning
light appears.
Test signals

Push-button selection of test signals in the 1470 simplifies your testing operations. When you select color bars,
multiburst, convergence, or window; each test-signal
push button used cancels any other test signal selection.
To make a linearity test with a staircase signal, you use
only two buttons: Subcarrier on/ off and high, low or
medium APL. For fiat-field testing the 1470 has the
unique ability to produce red, green or blue signals to
simplify color picture monitor adjustment by eliminating the need to turn beams on and off. Flat-field white
is produced by depressing all three buttons. Yellow,
cyan, or magenta fields are available by just depressing
two of the three buttons. Each test signal is of the highest standards of the industry, providing essentially aberration-free transitions and accurate, flat levels.
AM 511 CATV Preamplifier

servicing and measurements, as well as increasing sensitivity for EMI measurements within the 30- to 890MHz frequency range.
The AM 511 is also an excellent amplifier for use
with any wideband scope such as the 475 or 485, or with
the 7Al6 or 7Al9 where low-noise nanovolt sensitivity
is desired.
Input impedance is 75 n. Reference level is calibrated
in 1-dB steps from +79 dBmV to 0 dBmV. Intermodulation distortion is at least 70 dB down. VSWR is 2: I.
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1480 Option 6 Waveform Monitor

The 1480R Option 6 is a high-performance television
waveform monitor designed for use in your television
operating center or by your field service force. Option 6
is especially designed for measurements in long-distance, video transmission systems using 124-n balanced
lines. Self-normalizing WECO-style input jacks allow
this instrument to operate in a 75-n system without externally terminating the ring input. With these features
the l 480R Option 6 has been designed to operate in
either a 124-n balanced or 75-n unbalanced system.
Vertical sensitivity, with automatic bandpass limiting, has been increased to 0.05 volts full scale for making
differential phase and gain measurements with Bell
Kelley or Telemet Test Sets. A 5- to 12-second, variable
sweep has been added to measure low-frequency distortions and system bounce caused by large APL changes
in the video signal.
·

The AM 511 CATV Preamplifier is a TM 500 Series
plug-in unit designed to operate as an accessory for the
7Ll2 and 7Ll3 Spectrum Analyzers. I t is particularly
useful for measuring-signal-to noise, radiation, and field
intensity to FCC specifications on CATV, television,
and FM installations. Other uses include radio-system
A-3374
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